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WBTExpress is designed to create advanced e-learning courses, tests, tutorials, etc. compatible for AICC- or SCORM-based (SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004) LMS platforms. The interface is clear and handy. Expanded interaction mechanism lets you build interesting elearning questions, such as: multiple choice, single choice, drag & drop, text marking. WBTExpress is a
professional authoring tool for creating eLearning training courses. Due to its intuitive usability, it is dedicated for every kind of interactive training courses and for teachers of any category. WBTExpress Disposes of project and course templates, which are enhanceable or expandable at any time. The Free version is available in: French, German, Czech, Greek and Polish.
To install it, you have to fill in a form your name and e-mail and then you'll receive the activation code for free (check also the Bulk Items!) See also: WBTExpress Description: WBTExpress is designed to create advanced e-learning courses, tests, tutorials, etc. compatible for AICC- or SCORM-based (SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004) LMS platforms. The interface is clear and
handy. Expanded interaction mechanism lets you build interesting elearning questions, such as: multiple choice, single choice, drag & drop, text marking. WBTExpress is a professional authoring tool for creating eLearning training courses. Due to its intuitive usability, it is dedicated for every kind of interactive training courses and for teachers of any category.
WBTExpress Disposes of project and course templates, which are enhanceable or expandable at any time. The Free version is available in: French, German, Czech, Greek and Polish. To install it you have to fill in a form your name and e-mail and then you'll receive the activation code for free (check also the Bulk Items!) See also: WBTExpress Description: WBTExpress is
designed to create advanced e-learning courses, tests, tutorials, etc. compatible for AICC- or SCORM-based (SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004) LMS platforms. The interface is clear and handy.
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WBTExpress (4system) is designed to create advanced e-learning courses, tests, tutorials, etc. compatible for AICC- or SCORM-based (SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004) LMS platforms. WBTExpress interface is clear and handy. Expanded interaction mechanism lets you build interesting elearning questions, such as: multiple choice, single choice, drag & drop, text marking.
WBTExpress is a professional authoring tool for creating eLearning training courses. Due to its intuitive usability, it is dedicated for every kind of interactive training courses and for teachers of any category. The application disposes of project and course templates, which are enhanceable or expandable at any time. The Free version is available in: French, German, Czech,
Greek and Polish. To install it , you have to fill in a form your name and e-mail and then you'll receive the activation code for free (check also the Bulk Items!) See also elearning External links the official website Category:Learning management systems Category:Products introduced in 2005 Category:Learning methods Category:Educational technology Category:Training
Category:Skills and tools Category:Virtual learning environments Category:Vocational education Category:Free educational softwareWorld bank say Nigeria cornered in agrarian crisis The World Bank has warned that Nigeria's young population of over 110million people are already feeling the pinch of the country's underperformance in agriculture, which would be
exacerbated by a severe and prolonged food price shock. The World Bank has warned that Nigeria's young population of over 110million people are already feeling the pinch of the country's underperformance in agriculture, which would be exacerbated by a severe and prolonged food price shock. In their analysis of the effect of food prices on the World Bank's poverty
reduction agenda, the researchers note that Nigeria's annual GDP growth is currently just 2.2 percent, which means that it has failed to sustain the economic gains of the past decades. 'After a decade of economic growth averaging 4 percent and an unprecedented sharp drop in the price of oil and other commodities in 2014, the country is now in recession, says the World
Bank in a report titled 'Grain, a recurring tragedy'. 'Nigeria's GDP growth in 2015 is projected to remain lower than one percent, with little prospect of changing the country's low agricultural growth
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What's New In?

WBTExpress (4system) is designed to create advanced e-learning courses, tests, tutorials, etc. compatible for AICC- or SCORM-based (SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004) LMS platforms. WBTExpress interface is clear and handy. Expanded interaction mechanism lets you build interesting elearning questions, such as: multiple choice, single choice, drag & drop, text marking...
WBTExpress is a professional authoring tool for creating eLearning training courses. Due to its intuitive usability, it is dedicated for every kind of interactive training courses and for teachers of any category. The application disposes of project and course templates, which are enhanceable or expandable at any time. The Free version is available in: French, German, Czech,
Greek and Polish. To install it , you have to fill in a form your name and e-mail and then you'll receive the activation code for free (check also the Bulk Items!) Key features: * Generate eLearning courses (in SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004 compatible). * Generation of interactive and adaptive e-learning modules (AICC-based) * Generate text books compatible with the SCORM
1.2 version. * Generate texts for use with interactive and adaptive e-learning modules (AICC-based) * Differentiate between "e-learning" and "text" questions. * Generate eLearning courses (in SCORM 1.2 and SCORM2004 compatible). * Generation of interactive and adaptive e-learning modules (AICC-based) * Generate text books compatible with the SCORM 1.2 version. *
Differentiate between "e-learning" and "text" questions. * Create a text with several "e-learning" questions inside. * Create text books with several "text" questions inside. * Customizable questions and step combinations. * Use fields like text, static image, audio, video, etc. * Use user-defined fields. * Use layers to divide the information. * Use progress for an interesting and
intuitive feedback. * Use rich text. * Text, picture, audio, video or custom type of markers. * Use link to access other content within the same e-learning module. * Use links and images to link to other content within the same e-learning module. * Insert pages and page breaks. * Insert hyperlinks within the text. * Add text to images (path), insert pictures in the text
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System Requirements For WBTExpress:

8GB RAM NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 HDD space: 10GB Minimum specifications: Intel® Core™ i3 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 AMD Radeon HD 7870 4GB RAM OS: Windows 7, Vista, or XP Processor: 1.8 GHz Graphics: 256 MB of dedicated video memory DirectX® 9.0c Hard disk space: 20GB Intel® Core™ i3
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